Potsdam Graduate School (PoGS)

The Potsdam Graduate School (PoGS) is the skills and advising center for PhD candidates, postdocs, junior professors and new appointees at the University of Potsdam and their external cooperation partners. It works with the various departments to ensure optimal study conditions for PhDs.

Are you a doctoral student or studying in a structured PhD program? We warmly invite you to become a member of the Potsdam Graduate School. Our offerings can support you throughout your entire program of study with your individual career and personal development.

Curious? Not yet a member?

Welcome! We are looking forward to meeting you!
Your PoGS team
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Fax: +49 (0)331 977-4130
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Director: Dr. Johannes Freudenreich
Representative: Prof. Dr. Katharina Hölldenn
The Potsdam Graduate School invites you to get a head start on preparing for your next career steps.

You can find all the information on our website: www.uni-potsdam.de/pogs

Career Development

We offer you a comprehensive selection of interdisciplinary workshops from the four skill areas of Presentation, Communication, Writing & Management Skills, and Career Development & Orientation.

Our programs Junior and International Teaching Professionals, Science Meets Market, Science Management and Communication, and Doctoral Coaching are tailored to researchers of all disciplines.

Potential Check

The Potential Check helps you to assess your individual situation and career orientation. Reflect on your strengths and identify your potential for further development.

Funding

We support you with financial stipends for travel and conference costs both in Germany and abroad, and for the proofreading and publication of your academic work. We also regularly announce PhD scholarships from the State Graduate Sponsorship Program.

Network of Talents

In the Network of Talents, you are connected with highly qualified academics. Share your expertise in the Spot on PoGS Community, Science Club or the Career Talks. Discuss your doctoral program, career options or personal questions.

Mentoring Plus

The German and English language program Mentoring Plus supports the career paths of highly qualified women. It can assist you with active career and life planning, as well as preparing for leadership positions.